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Background 
Artaxerxes I (465-423 BC) ascended Persia’s throne after murdering his older brother 
Darius, for he assumed that Darius had led the assassination plot against his father Xerxes. 
He immediately had to put down a revolt of another brother, Hystaspes, who was the 
satrap of Bactria. In the early years, Artaxerxes also had to deal with a revolution in Egypt. 
Inaros, son of Psammetichus iii of Egypt, revolted and expelled the Persian tax collectors. 
Inaros received the support of the Greeks, and they sent their navy to the mouth of the Nile 
River. The rebellion was quashed by the Persian army in 455 b.c., and Persian authority 
was completely restored in Egypt. 
 
The numerous rebellions in the early years of Artaxerxes’ reign provided the setting for the 
king’s wariness regarding the rebuilding of Jerusalem that is described in the book of Ezra. 
In Ezra 4:7–16, Rehum and Shimshai sent a letter to Artaxerxes warning the Persian king 
that the Jews were rebuilding the city of Jerusalem, and that this activity might lead to 
sedition and rebellion. They claimed that “We make known to the king that if this city is 
rebuilt and its walls finished, you will then have no possession in the province Beyond the 
River” (v. 16). Artaxerxes responded by issuing a decree that forbade the rebuilding of the 
city. 
 
In the seventh year of Artaxerxes I (458 b.c.), the king issued a decree that authorized a 
return of the Jews to their homeland under the leadership of Ezra (Ezra 7). It has been 
estimated that approximately 5,000 people returned to Jerusalem with Ezra (8:1–20). The 
primary purpose of this return was to reestablish proper worship at the temple, to staff it, 
and to provide for its operation. The Persian king certainly had a change of heart when, in 
445, he authorized Nehemiah to lead a third return to Jerusalem (Neh. 2:1–8). The purpose 
of this return was for Nehemiah to lead the rebuilding of the walls and gates of the city.1 
 
Timeline 
587 BC Solomon’s Temple destroyed 
538 BC Cyrus decrees that exiles may return to Judah 
537 BC Altar in Jerusalem rebuilt 
536 BC Construction of Second Temple begins 
516 BC Second Temple completed 
458 BC Ezra arrives in Jerusalem 
445 BC Nehemiah rebuilds walls of Jerusalem 
 
There is a gap of some fifty-seven years between Ezr. 6 and 7. Nothing speaks louder of the 
writer’s theological rather than purely historical intent than his casual bridging of this gap 
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by the words After these things (7:1). Clearly, he is not going to tell just about the next thing 
that happened, but about the next significant event in God’s overall plan for the renewal of 
the Jewish community after the dislocation of the Babylonian exile.  
 
Introduction to Ezra (7:1–10) 
Ezra is introduced as a priest and a scribe. His genealogy (1–5) shows that he was a 
member of the priestly family, a descendant of Seraiah, the penultimate high priest of pre-
exilic Judah (1 Ch. 6:14). In post-exilic times, however, the teaching role of the priests was 
increasingly assumed by the scribes, of whom Ezra is presented as an outstanding example 
(vs 6 and 10). This was inevitable once written Scripture became the primary religious 
authority. He thus stands at the transition point in the manner in which God’s law was 
mediated to his people, and we are prepared for the important part which the 
interpretation of a now fixed scriptural text plays in his narrative.2 
 
It was important that Ezra be recognized as having the proper credentials so that his 
mission would be sanctioned and his actions would have the force of law. Unlike Jeshua 
there is no suggestion that Ezra was a high priest, but the Aaronide genealogy provided for 
him shows that he is of prominent ancestry. 
 
Ezra is given a variety of attributes, most of them centering around his ability as a scribe 
and teacher of the law of the God of heaven. As a scribe, Ezra was possibly a member of the 
Persian bureaucracy. It was a common practice for ancient Near Eastern governments to 
employ persons trained not only as secretaries or clerks, but as diplomats and lawyers. 
These individuals were used to interpret documents from subject and allied peoples. They 
were also sent on investigative missions to aid the king and his advisors in making 
decisions.3 
 
Ezra’s Commission (7:11-28) 
The letter of Artaxerxes to Ezra was written in Aramaic. The decree authorized Ezra to (1) 
journey to Jerusalem, accompanied by other volunteers; (2) inquire about conditions there, 
using God’s Law as a guide; (3) deliver various donations, freewill offerings, and temple 
vessels; (4) draw on the king’s treasury for additional money; (5) offer sacrifices; (6) 
appoint judges and magistrates to teach and enforce God’s Law.4 
 
The Persian kings showed a consistent interest in insuring that their subject peoples 
maintained the favor of their gods. Restoring temples had been one way to accomplish that, 
and here we find that obeying religious mandates was another. If the God of Israel was 
pleased by the people’s obedience to his instructions, then by all means they should be 
enforced. Personnel should be put in place to instruct as well as monitor and assess 
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compliance. It is, therefore, Ezra’s commission to determine whether the Jews in the 
Persian province of Yehud are obeying the law found in the Torah. There had been enough 
complaints and queries sent from persons there to suggest such an investigative mission 
was necessary. As a scribe, Ezra has the expertise to handle this mission and to make 
judgments about compliance. In this way, the Persian king used a member of a subject 
people (just as Nehemiah was used) to try and insure continued divine approval for his 
empire and avoid the wrath of God (see v. 23). 
 
The ration list issued by Artaxerxes to his provincial officials has limits, but the numbers 
are still amazingly high: 3 3/4 tons of silver, 650 bushels of wheat, 600 gallons of wine, 600 
gallons of oil, and unlimited quantities of salt. These amounts are not necessarily based on 
an assessment of what is required to operate the temple. Instead, as the next verse 
suggests, it was calculated as what was necessary to avert the wrath of Israel’s god. 
 
There may have been a dual purpose behind this exemption from taxation. Ezra was 
coming into a situation where he was unknown and was associated with a foreign power. 
Tax exemption would have helped him gain some support from the Jerusalem temple 
community. Precedent for this practice by the Persians is found in the Gadatas Inscription 
from the reign of Darius, which granted tax exemption to the priests of the Greek god 
Apollo.5 
 
Ezra’s Journey to Jerusalem (8:1-36) 
More leaders and members of their families return from the exile in Babylonia. Near the 
head of the list are members of the royal household, which had nearly been destroyed. The 
Lord preserved the house of David, thereby preserving for you the promise of a Savior, the 
Son of David, Jesus.6 
 
The total number of males listed in Ezra’s returning group is 1,513. An estimate of 5,000 
total returnees (based on a conservative number of wives and children) would make this 
group about one seventh the size of that listed in Ezra 2:64–65 (42,360). 
 
Most of this chapter is a relatively straightforward account which, as already noted, draws 
attention to Ezra’s obedience to his royal commission. Nevertheless, its three principal 
themes are attributed not just to his own abilities, but to the gracious hand of our God 
[which] was on us (18; cf. vs 22 and 31). 
 
First, Ezra was anxious that among those who returned with him (1–14) there should be 
some Levites (15–20). Their subordinate role in the service of the temple may have meant 
that such a return would have been unattractive to them, but their presence on the journey 
may have been felt necessary if it was to conform symbolically to the wilderness journey 
following the exodus (cf. Nu. 10:11–28). On that occasion too they had been especially 
responsible for the transport of the sacred vessels. 
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In addition to the 38 Levites, a body of 220 temple servants are also enrolled. The 
importance of these individuals as assistants to the Levites should not be overlooked. With 
such a small number of Levites available, their servants would have been essential to 
proper ritual activity, since there were many menial tasks to be done. Ezra certifies them 
by the mention of a list of names with their ancestry.7 
 
Secondly, the safe journey itself was attributed to God’s gracious hand when Ezra, who had 
committed himself prayerfully to “the hand of our God,” believed it would be a humiliating 
reflection on his faith if he now accepted a military escort from the king. However, 
Nehemiah demonstrated that taking such a precautionary measure need not be evidence of 
lack of trust (Ne 2:7, 9).8 
 
Thirdly, the transportation of costly offerings without interference from bandits was also 
ascribed to God’s gracious hand. Here again Ezra acts in the spirit of Moses as he gives 
twelve priests and twelve Levites responsibility for the transporting of the treasure, which 
is in line with the regulations in Numbers 3 and 4. He takes personal responsibility: I 
weighed out … (vv. 25, 26). The list is orderly: silver and gold itself followed by silver and 
gold vessels. Such valuable objects were a great responsibility as well as representing a 
considerable risk. 
 
That this was no mere manual labor is emphasized in verses 28–30. They were consecrated 
as well as the artefacts themselves. Thus any temptation to steal or misuse would be 
powerfully guarded against. The house of our God in Jerusalem (v. 30) is a reminder of the 
purpose of this whole expedition. The holiness of God is to be a powerful theme in the next 
two chapters and both people and objects dedicated to him must partake of that holiness.9 
 
The three-day pause was a repeat of what Ezra had done at the river Ahava at the 
beginning of the journey (v 15). Before Joshua and the people of Israel crossed the Jordan 
River into the Promised Land, they also paused for three days (Jsh 3:1–2). After the three-
day rest, the priests and Levites appointed by Ezra transferred the treasure into the hands 
of the temple authorities, two priests and two Levites, who carefully recorded everything.10 
 
Not surprisingly, the travelers offered sacrifices of thanksgiving once they had arrived in 
Jerusalem and rested (35). Coming so long after the first return, they had discovered that 
the idea of a second exodus was not a solitary event, but an experience which successive 
generations might enjoy. Its promise and hope were not exhausted by the first group to 
return, nor was blame attached to those who chose to go later. Rather, the prospect of 
deliverance and new life is seen to confront each new generation with its challenge for 
decision.11 
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